Trump’s tax reform happened: Now what?

**Tax Symposium Blog Schedule / September 16–October 28, 2019**

**Schedule of blog releases**

9/16/2019: **Aparna Mathur**, American Enterprise Institute | @aparnamath

9/18/2019: **Jason Furman**, Harvard Kennedy School | @jasonfurman

9/20/2019: **Douglas Holtz-Eakin**, American Action Forum | @djheakin

9/23/2019: **William Gale**, Brookings Institution | @WilliamGale2

9/25/2019: **Kyle Pomerleau**, Tax Foundation | @kpomerleau

9/27/2019: **Leonard E. Burman**, Syracuse University and Urban Institute | @lenburman

9/30/2019: **Martin Sullivan**, Tax Analysts | @M_SullivanTax

10/2/2019: **Glenn Hubbard**, Columbia Business School and AEI

10/4/2019: **Elaine Maag**, Urban Institute | @ElaineMaag

10/7/2019: **Alex Brill**, American Enterprise Institute | @AlexBrill_DC

10/9/2019: **Greg Leiserson**, Washington Center for Equitable Growth | @gregleiserson

10/11/2019: **Alan D. Viard**, American Enterprise Institute

10/14/2019: **Kimberly Clausing**, Reed College | @KClausing

10/16/2019: **Dhammika Dharmapala**, University of Chicago Law School

10/18/2019: **Mindy Herzfeld**, University of Florida Law School | @InternationalTax

10/21/2019: **Isabel Sawhill**, Brookings Institution | @isawhill

10/22/2019: **Public event hosted at AEI**

10/23/2019: **Marc Goldwein**, Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget | @MarcGoldwein

10/25/2019: **Eric Toder**, Urban Institute | @etoder

10/28/2019: **Maya MacGuineas**, CRFB | @MayaMacGuineas